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I N T R O D U C T IO N
The subject of housing for the aged is by no means
new, and extensive literature covers this field from many
angles. However, a planning point of view appears to be
only marginal in most of the available technical liter-
ature. The objective of this thesis is to prove that
there are significant planning implications in this field
which can be developed into useful planning proposals.
Principal consideration is given to the attempt to
establish a concept of housing for the aged as a land use.
From this basic concept, supplementary considerations of
spatial and locational relationships to other relevant
land uses are drawn in such a way that prevailing land
use planning principles may be successfully applied.
The material is divided in two chapt-ers. The first,
general in nature, summarizes the available statistical
data on the aged and their housing and provides necessary
background information. The second chapter, through a
case study of one city, makes specific proposals for the
location of housing for the aged. It is hoped that the
methods employed in this study will be applicable, to a
certain degree, to the treatment of other urbanized areas.
2Chapter One
T HE A G ED A N D T H E I R H O U S I N G
Part A
The Subject: The Aged
For the purpose of this study several limitations
are employed in defining this particular age group. Thus
the aged throughout this study would be understood as the
population 65 years of age and older, living in urbanized
areas of the United States, exclusive of the institution-
alized infirm persons.
Reports of the U. S. Census are fairly factual doc-
uments and they revealagreat deal of information about
the aged. Table 1 indicates, on the national scale, the
rapid increase of the aged population compared to two
other age groups. Even more dramatic are the trends in
percent distribution of these three major age groups,
i.e. under 45 years of age, 45 to 64, and 65 years of
age and older (see Graph 1).
At present, one person in twelve is over 65, and
over two thirds of them are living in cities or urbanized
areas. This is a result of a change which took place in
the past five decades. At the turn of the century only
one person in 25 was over 65, and two thirds of them were
in rural areas. The projection for the future, assuming
an increasing rate of growth for the aged, is based pri-
marily on the increasing life expectancy although there
are several other reasons for the expected changes in
the future.
Table 2 shows the development of life expectancy at
three different ages.
The economic status of the aged plays an important
role in appraising their ability to provide themselves
with adequate housing.
A considerable number of the aged are in the labor
force at present. However, the participation of old
people is gradually shrinking in spite of the fact that
they are in better health today. Table 3 compares the
ability of the aged to work to that of the people in the
age group 55 to 64.
Gainful employment is only one of the three major
sources of income of the aged. The U. S. Social Security
Administration estimated1 in 1956 that three out of four
aged persons in the United States, 90% of the men and 65%
of the women, had some kind of money income which came
from the following three major sources: employment, social
1. Estimates made in the Division of Program Research on
the basis of published and unpublished data from the
Bureau of the Census and agencies administering income-
maintenance program.
insurance and related programs, and public assistance.
Some of the aged enjoyed a combination of two of these
three sources of income.
More important than the source of income is its
actual content in terms of money. Two out of three aged
persons, 40% of the men and 80% of the women, have money
income of $1000 or less according to the U. S. Social
Security Administration. Table 4 compares the income of
the aged to that of the total population.
Although, on the whole, the aged need less income
because they do not have the expenses connected with
going to work, the higher proportion of expenses for
medical care more than outbalances this seeming advan-
tage. Only a fraction of the aged carry some kind of
hospital insurance (see Table 5), although on the av-
erage, one out of seven of the aged is chronically ill
each year.
In summary, then, the number and proportion of the
aged in our urban population is increasing at a steady
rate, yet the economic status of this special age group
does not indicate a substantial trend for improvement.
The low income of the great majority of this age group
is the primary cause that most of these people can not
afford decent, safe and sanitary housing. This will re-
main, for some time to come, item number one on the list
of the needs of the aged.
Table 1
Age Group Distribution for the United States, 1900 to 19751
Year Total Population
Number
75,990,000
91,972,000
105,711,000
122,775,000
131,699,000
151,132,000
176,126,000
206,615,000
incr.
since
1900
21
39
62
73
99
132
Population Aged
45 to 65
incr.
Number since
1900
10,400,000
13,424,000
17,030,000
21,415,000
26,084,000
30,720,000
36,589,000
172 43,136,000
Population Aged
65 and Over
incr.
Number since
1900
-- 
3,080,000
29 3,950,000
64 4,933,000
106 6,634,000
151 9,019,000
195 12,195,000
252 15,701,000
315 20,689,000
28
60
115
193
296
410
572
1. Source: Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Population:
1950, vol. II, Characteristics of Population, pt. 1, United
States Summary, pp. 1-93, table 39.
2. Projections based on the assumption that future course of
fertility will, beginning 1953, decline from 1950-53 level to
about 1940 level by 1975. Source: Bureau of the Census, Cur-
rent Population Reports, Population Estimates, Series P-27~
August 1953.
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Graph 1
Trends in Percent Distribution of the Three Major Age
Groups of Population, United States, 1900 to 1975.
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Table 2
Expectation of Life
for the Population of the United States1
In 1900 In 1955
At Birth
At the Age of 65
At the Age of 75
46.6 Years
12 Years
7.1 Years
70 Years
16.5 Years
8.2 Years
1. Source: Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Gains in
Longevity Since 1850, Statistical Bulletin, Vol. 37,
February 1955.
rTable 3
The Aged in the Labor Force in 19501
M e n
In the Labor Force
Keeping House
Unable to Work
Other
Total
Aged 65
& Over
39%
17%
44%
100%
55 to
64
85%
6%
9%
100%
W o m
Aged 65
& Over
11%
70%
12%
7%
100%
Table 4
The Income of the Aged 2
Annual
Money Income
Under $1000
$1000 to $2999
Over $3000
Families
All Head 65
& Over
13% 31%
30% 37%
57% 32%
Individuals
All 65 &
Over
49% 77%
37% 18%
16% 5%
1. Adapted from: Bureau of Census, Current Population
Reports, Population Characteristics, Series P-20, Sep-
tember 1953.
2. Source: Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports,
Consumer Income, Series P-60, April 1954.
e n
55 to
64
25%
75%
100%
Table 5
Percentage of the Aged
Having Hospital Insurance in 1957
Percentage of Total Age GroupAge Group
65 to 69
70 to 74
75 and Over
65 and Over
36.2%
25 .0%
14.8%
26.1%
1. Source: Earl Ubell, A New Outlook on Old Age, New York
Herald Tribune, March 1, 1957.
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Part B
The Object: The Housing
To discover the existing situation of housing for
the aged involves investigation of where and how the aged
are living now. The bulk of the total housing supply is
for so-called typical families, which accounts for only
one half of the total population. As described in Part A,
the aged represent not only a significant portion of the
total population; in addition they constitute the largest
segment of the other half, i.e. the non-typical families,
for which adequate housing is rarely provided.
Formation of own households is considered a fairly
reliable measure indicating how the elderly live today,
and Table 6 shows the distribution of the aged in house-
holds, as of 1950.
The analysis of home ownership indicates a higher
percentage among the aged than among the total popula-
tion. According to the Editor's Note in an article by
U. S. Senator John Sparkman, a recent survey by the
Twentieth Century Fund indicates that 68% of persons in
the non-farm population over the age of 65 own the homes
1. John Sparkman, The Growing Need for Housing the Aging,
NAHB Correlator, March 1956, p. 71.
in which they live, as compared with 53% of the total
population.
This relatively high percentage of home ownership
demonstrates the desire of the aged for privacy and in-
dependent living. On the other hand, one peculiarity
is attached to this fact. Although there is a tendency
for the size of the family to be smaller among the aged,
the size of family dwelling tends to be larger. As a
result, 82% of the family groups among the aged have
less than 0.75 persons per room, while only 56% of the
younger family groups have as much space. The oversized
dwellings are generally not desirable for the aged, since
a home bought to meet the needs of a family with several
children can become a burden after children have left.
With less energy and smaller income, maintaining a siz-
able household becomes an increasingly formidable problem
for elderly persons. This is demonstrated to some extent
by the fact that a somewhat higher proportion of the aged
livesin substandard dwellings. However, a look back into
the income situation, described in Part A of this Chapter,
reveals that between 75% and 80% of persons over 65 years
of age cannot pay an economic rent for private housing
built today. On the other hand the higher percentage,
68%, of the elderly home owners indicates that the money
income alone is not an entirely adequate index of the
ability of the aged to pay an economic rent. Home owner-
ship, in fact, could be considered an equityconvertible
either into cash or annuity. Besides that, a great many
aged have some savings. These two factors could raise,
to a certain degree, the income level of a considerable
portion of the aged, thus increasing, at least potentially,
their ability to pay an economic rent.1
The financial inability of the elderly persons to
obtain suitable housing is more obvious among those who
do not maintain their own households. According to the
Social Security Bulletin 2 both men and women living in
their own households tend to have higher median incomes
than those who do not live in their own households. In
both groups, however, the median income fell below that
needed by an elderly couple to maintain an adequate level
of living in urban areas. This need, as of October 1950,
was estimated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics as $1600
to $1900 per year. 3 Relating this estimate to the actual
1. An adequate determination of additional income due to
savings and home ownership would suggest further research
involving extensive field survey.
2. U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Social Security Bulletin, October 1954, pp. 3-10.
3. U. S. Senate, Committee on Banking and Currency,
Housing for the Aged, Staff Report to the Subcommittee
on Housing, January 4, 1956, p. 4.
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income as analyzed in Part A, leads to the conclusion
that adequate housing is, for financial reasons alone,
beyond the reach of a substantial number of the aged.
Apart from the question of inability of the aged
to pay an economic rent, there is a more important ques-
tion of where and how they wish to live. Unfortunately
no simple answer could be given to this, for it is greatly
influenced by the different cultural and ethnic back-
grounds of the people in question. One factor, however,
is common to all aged and goes hand in hand with their
limited readiness to move. It is the factor of a close
proximity to certain environment rather than to specific
groups of persons, related or unrelated. In fact there
is no such thing in today's cities as a dwelling that
constitutes adequate housing in itself. Only when the
pattern of various services for health, education, rec-
reation and so forth is laid over the pattern of land
and buildings can there be the good environment which
might be called housing in the fullest sense. This
desirable environment has comparatively few elements,
such as churches, shops, bars or outdoor gathering places
which are very important to the aged because, in most
cases, they have been part of their way of life for a
long period of time.
On another score the aged agree with the experts.
Namely that a prime requisite of housing is one which
provides for a maximum of independence and privacy,
regardless of whether it is a communal or an individual-
type dwelling. However, the aged have a basic desire
for smaller households than those they occupied during
the earlier phase of their life.
Finally, consideration must be given to the pos-
sible ways of achieving the objective: adequate housing
for the aged. The prevailing methods of financing hous-
ing development govern the stratification of all possible
ways leading to an increasing supply of housing for the
aged. This is, of course, an integral part of the fun-
damental problem of increasing the supply of housing
for the community at large. Progress in supplying hous-
ing for the aged depends to a large extent on the progress
made in providing decent housing for everybody.
There are in the field of housing several ways lead-
ing to the achievement of the final goal. By this goal
is meant adequate housing, available at prices and rents
within the wide range of means of individuals and fam-
ilies in various income groups.
The first one, beginning the scale at its costlier
end, would be private development with no aid. Housing
for the aged built for profit was considered a hopeless
effort until several years ago. The Housing and Home
Finance Agencyl ventured the opinion that even this is
possible if the financing is handled skillfully,provided
the builders are given the proper "legislative vehicle."
Especially encouraging seems to be the "trade-in" market
of oversized homes. However, the alternative,where the
prospective home buyer is not presently a home owner,
faces a difficult financing problem which is the major
deterrent to builders' output of homes specially planned
for older persons with moderate income. The National
Association of Home Builders, and National Housing Center
sponsored jointly an all day conference on May 28, 1958,
where methods of expanding the volume of private housing
for the aged were explored by leading builders, repre-
sentatives of public interest groups and government of-
ficials. The public responsibility in this field has
been recognized by many state legislatures. In New York
State, for example, the Governor's Committee on Housing
gave in its report2 numerous suggestions to make this
kind of home building more efficient.
1. E. Everett Ashley, Chief, Report and Statistics Section
HHFA, Financing Housing for Older People, NAHB Correlator,
March 1956, pp. 105, 106.
2. U. S. SenateCommittee on Banking and Currency, Housing
for the Aged, Staff Report to the Subcommittee on Housing,
January 4, 1956, p. 39.
Second in the scale appears to be a possibility
which would involve mutual aid or housing on the basis
of co-operatives. Many U. S. cities have reasonably
good experience with this way of financing a housing
project, but in most cases the people involved were
members of a homogeneous group, retiring teachers, for
instance.
A third possibility would be publicly-assisted
private housing development, especially in areas of
potential urban renewal, redevelopment or conservation
programs. In this respect, existing federal and state
legislation does not deal explicitly with housing for
the aged. The potentialities of this kind of housing
in connection with urban renewal, redevelopment and
conservation programs will depend greatly on the pol-
icies set forth by local governments and authorities.
Finally, the bulk of housing specifically for the
aged is bound to be supplied and financed by means of
public aid. Congress and many state legislatures have
recognized the urgency of the problem. Massachusetts
legislators, for example, declared ". . . that there
is not in certain parts of the Commonwealth an adequate
supply of decent, safe and sanitary housing for elderly
persons of low income available for rents which such
persons can afford to pay, . . . and that a public
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exigency exists which makes the provisions of housing for
elderly persons of low income a public necessity, . . ."
Thus the fourth possibility emerges as the possibility
of public housing. Although public housing in general
has its own history in this country, expansion of this
kind of program to housing for the aged is urgently needed
on all three levels of government. It seems that the
proposals and recommendations of congressional committees,
state legislative committees or city planning boards are
not carried out with extraordinary speed. But there is
no doubt that this rapidly increasing group of the aged
will have voting power enough to put its desires and needs
into action.
1. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, The Acts, Chapter 668,
1953.
rTable 6
Distribution of the Aged in Households1
Not in Own Households
Institutions
With Non-relatives
With Relatives
In Own Households
Alone or with Non-relatives
With Other Relatives
Married & Living with Spouse
M e n
23%
6%
13%
77%
W o m e n
38%
5%
5%
28%
62%
9%
8%
60%
19%
13%
30%
1. Source: Bureau of Census, U. S. Census of Population:
1950, vol. IV, part 2, ch. D, Marital Status, table 6.
Chapter Two
H O U S I NG F O R T H E A G E D A S
A L A N D U S E
(Case Study of Boston, Massachusetts)
Part A
Choice of One City
To take a single city, in this case Boston, Massa-
chusetts, as a sample for a study of this kind seems to
be more or less inevitable. For, as long as the present
form of municipal government prevails in the United States,
there is not much chance to make any kind of housing pro-
posals on other than a municipal scale and within the
boundaries of one municipality. If the situation from
time to time permits the voluntary co-operation of sev-
eral self-contained communities or, if in the future a
more advanced form of metropolitan government is created
somewhere in this country, the application of the prin-
ciples employed in this study could bring even more success.
That the City of Boston was selected as a sample area
is due chiefly to the fact that most of the necessary
statistical material and information was more readily ac-
cessible here. However, parallel key material from other
urbanized areas supports the findings of the Boston sample
area.
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Part B
Definition of "Land Use of Housing for the Aged"
The term of land use applied to housing for the aged
requires the establishment of a plausible measure for
this specific portion of residential land use. An impor-
tant factor in this problem appears to be the proportion
of the aged to the rest of the population within definite
geographical units.
In the search for reasonable geographical units of
population, three kinds of units were tried out. The
two larger ones, namely District Areas and Neighborhoods
did not promise satisfactory results. The smallest ones
of them--the Census Tracts--appear to be appropriate
geographical units for this purpose.
The percentages of the population of 65 years of
age and older in the 155 Census Tracts of Boston ranged
2in 1950 from 0.56% to 19.75%. The majority of them,
63, had between 7.5% and 9.5%. This range then was es-
tablished as "medium" in the scale of grades of three
different percentages as a proposed measure of intensity
or "land use" of housing for the aged. Table 10 explains
the distribution of these three grades.
1. See Table 7, Table 8 and key map in Figure 1.
2. See Table 9.
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The average for Boston was 8.0% in 1940 and has
risen to 9.7% in 1950.l Thus, the previously devised
2
scale, applied in a graphical presentation, identifies
clearly the location of the different land use grades
of housing for the aged, and makes it possible to cor-
relate them with other major land uses. Out of the
three grades only the last one is of real importance
with respect to the aged, and Is taken in consideration
for the purpose of this study. It will be henceforth
considered as a measure for land use of housing for the
aged in the proper sense.
1. The average for the State of Massachusetts was 10.0%
in 1950, and the trends for the whole Nation are repre-
sented in Graph 1.
2. See Figures 2 and 3.
Table 7
Boston Population by District Areas,
Total
Population
Population
Number
65 Years & Over
% of Total
Back Bay
Brighton
Charlestown
Dorchester North
Dorchester South
East Boston
Hyde Park
Jamaica Plain
North End
Roslindale
Roxbury
South Boston
South End
West End
West Roxbury
Harbor Islands
Boston
51,221
67,188
31,332
109,434
77,242
51,152
28,928
38,303
16,772
39,781
118,783
62,919
54,563
28,678
23,004
2,144
801,444
1. Compiled from: Bureau of
lation: 1950, vol. III, ch.
Census, U. S. Census o
6, table 2, pp. 34-51.
Area
19501
6,673
6,885
2,099
10,290
7,264
3,638
2,343
4,110
1,342
4,486
10,594
4,519
7,297
3,083
2,358
641
77,622
13.0
10.2
6.7
9.4
9.4
7.1
8.1
10.7
8.0
11.3
8.9
7.2
13.4
10.8
10.3
29*9
9.7
f Popu-
23
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Table 8
Boston Population by Neighborhoods, 19501
Total 65 Years & Over
Neighborhood Population Number % of Total
(1) (2) (3)
Beacon - Commonwealth 19,105 2,598 13.6
Fenway - Brookline Ave. 24,278 2,743 11.3
Huntington - Mass. Ave. 7,838 1,332 17.0
Aberdeen 19,774 2,116 10.7
Allston 14,128 1,130 8.0
Brighton Center 7,089 815 11.5
Commonwealth 11,385 1,514 13.3
Faneuil 9,075 799 8.8
Oak Square 5,737 511 8.9
Charlestown 31,332 2,099 6.7
Codman Square North 15,618 1,859 11.9
Fields Corner 18,397 1,545 8.4
Franklin Park 15,789 1,083 816
Grove Hall East 17,708 1,417 8.0
.Mt. Bowdin 11,204 1,076 9.6
Savin Hill 12,708 966 7.6
Upham's Corner 18,010 1,927 10.7
Ashmont 16,473 1,829 11.1
Codman Square South 19,117 1,950 10.2
Dorchester Lower Mills 4,510 397 8.7
Franklin Field 12,595 1,083 8.6
Mattapan 18,717 1,479 7.9
Neponset 5,830 531 9.1
B-5A Census Tract 2,850 200 7.0
Central - M"averick 12,244 784 6.4
Day Square 6,439 431 6.7
Eagle Hill 11,253 866 7.7
Jeffries Point 8,190 573 7.0
Orient Heights 10,176 784 7.7
Hyde Park 28,928 2,343 8.1
1. Complied from: Bureau of Census, U. S. Census of Pop-
ulation: 1950, vol. III, ch. 6, table 2, pp. 34-51.
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Table 8
(continued)
Neighborhood (1) (2) (3)
Jamaica Plain East 12,829 1,052 8.2
Jamaica Plain West 16,528 1,967 11.9
Jamaicaway - Arboretum 8,946 1,091 12,2
North End 16,772 1,342 8.0
Mt. Home - Forest Hills 13,706 l,741 12.7
Parkway 9,157 1 11.5
Roslindale 16,918 1,692 10.0
Dudley St. East 21,689 1,713 8.9
Dudley St. South 17,094 1,521
Egleston Square 4,681 449 9.6
Grove Hall West 21,093 1,941 9.2
Heath Street 5,519 326 5.9
Lower Roxbury 16,456 1,415 8.6
Mission Hill 5,354 319 5.9
Parker Hill 15,229 1,767 11.6
Warren Street 11,668 1,43 9.8
Andrew Square 10,151 761 7.5
City Point 20,823 1666 8.0
Old Harbor Villag-e 3,949 217 5.5
Telegraph Hill 7,437 640 8.6
West Broadway 20,559 1,235 6.0
Castle Square 6,914 691 10.0
Columbus - Mass. Ave* 14,77 1,730 12.2
Kerry Village 463 68 14.7
North Tremont 10,28 1,911 15
South Bay 8,385 839 100
South Cove 4,504 491 10.9
South Tremont 9,792 1,567 16.0
Back of Beacon Hill 6,9604 740 1.2
Beacon Hill 5,392 825 15.3
West End Proper 16,682 1,518 9.1
Bellevue - Mt. Vernon 11,339 1,429 12.6
Brook Farm 5,579 418 7o5
W-6D Census Tract 6,086 511 8.4
Harbor Islands 2,144 641 29.9
77,622 9.7801l, 4 4Bo s ton
r
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Table 9
Boston Population by Cens
Census Population, 1940
Total 65 Yrs
& Over
(1) (2)
Tract
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
13-4
B-5A
B-5B
B-6
C-1
C-2
C-3
D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
6174
4809
6960
5331
6670
4285
3329
3696
2951
3862
3480
5381
1020
2912
3961
1376
1304
2912
3532
5120
3450
3221
5437
973
5573
3367
1127
% of
Tot.
(3)
6.55
6.01
4.60
6*02
6.00
4.21
4.
4.71
4.89
2.73
4.18
n o t
0.20
8.18
7.95
8.06
4.91
.06
7.11
us Tracts, 1940 and 19501
Population, 1950
Gr. Total 65 Yrs % of
& Over Tot.
(4) (5) (6) (7)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
e
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
5.97 1
9.82 3
4.47
4.91
3.08
5.28
4.66
20.90
5829
4347
6439
4994
6259
3600
2533
2934
3177
3232
2850
4958
b e 1 o
404
289
320
321
400
180
lh8
14
139
189
95
225
s e e
2
238
315
111
63
235
251
452
334
429
380
481
243
185
224
127
257
200
317
102
217
419
115
86
210
259
335
359
284
345
39
410
244
233
7.72
7.71
6.67
7.62
7.67
7.75
7.31
7.65
4.00
7.95
7.02
6.38
1.51
6.54
8.15
8.6o
6.57
8.29
8.22
7.26
11.41
7.35
8.15
5.54
8.30
8.08
16.19
Note: B-6 Census Tract is not taken in account because most
of its population is institutionalized. The actual Census
Figures are as follows:
B-6 2735 622 22.80 3 2144 640 29.81 3
1. Compiled from: Bureau of Census, U. S. Census of Population:
1940 and 1950, vol. III, ch. 6, table 2, pp. 34-51.
6777
3319
5148
1336
1311
2529
3147
4620
3145
3861
4234
704
4935
3020
1440
E-1
E-2
F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-6
Gr.
(8)
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
306
339
152
267
30
294
157
235
Table 9
(continued)
(3) (4) (5)
G-1
G-2
G-4
H-1
H-2
H-3
H-4
1-1
1-2
I-3
I-4
J-1
J-2
J-3
J-4
J-5
1128
3159
783
584
7864
2720
2295
4708
2680
4231
6322
2991
5468
2379
3312
4047
7988
5078
4613
4266
3646
8281
4662
4530
5177
4481
2456
2743
3330
2529
3586
2656
1940
7226
4846
3619
5695
Census
Tract (7) (8)(1) (2)
101
322
67
68
432
168
106
602
275
271
898
292
849
311
549
577
1113
397
636
612
549
617
776
839
555
659
368
260
313
151
203
206
133
453
322
243
393
8.96
10.20
8.55
11.60
5.50
6.18
4.62
12.80
14.00
6.41
14.20
9.76
16.40
13.10
17.90
14-30
14-00
7.81
13.80
14.40
15.10
7.46
16.70
18.50
10.70
14.70
15.00
9.47
9.40
5.96
5.66
7.76
6.86
6.27
6.65
6.72
6.91
K- 1
K-2
K-3
K-4A
K-4B
K-5
L-1
L-2
L-3
L-4
L-5
L-6
M-3
M-4
N-1
N-2
N-3
N-4
1168
2715
463
621
7409
2524
1798
4951
2899
4015
6917
2076
5263
3143
3653
4185
9740
5128
5392
6458
5715
10119
6932
5065
5624
5410
2875
2905
3404
2131
2978
4123
1457
6865
5113
3324
5521
(6)
158
300
68
34
567
195
134
618
359
336
1107
218
910
367
700
631
1330
507
826
813
561
1032
1227
998
614
748
465
218
400
215
243
23
126
499
379
298
484
13.50
12.15
14.65
5.47
7.66
7.72
7.46
12.48
12.38
8.36
16.00
10.50
17.29
11.68
19.71
15.10
13.65
9.79
15.34
12.59
9.81
10.17
17.69
19.72
10.92
13.81
16.19
7.50
11.74
1o.08
8.16
0.56
8.65
7.26
7.41
8.95
8.27
27
r
28
Table 9
(continued)
(3) (4) (5)
Census
Tract
0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
P-lA
P-lB
P-IC
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-6
Q-l
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4Q-5
R-1
R-2
R-3
s-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
s-5
S-6
T-1
T-2
T-3A
T-3B
(1)
7891
2183
4713
1375
2138
3967
2255
5978
4314
3783
4773
3707
1767
4747
4611
3775
6538
6257
4057
3635
3300
1191
5448
4263
4196
4939
4750
7338
3935
5547
(2)
494
147
281
73
96
69
103
334
309
300
273
451
81
325
489
423
261
513
303
369
284
78
340
366
512
489
339
521
462
461
(7) (8)
6.26
6.73
5.96
5.31
4.50
1.74
4157
5.59
7.16
7.94
5.73
12.18
4.59
7.43
10.60
11-20
3.99
8.19
7.49
7.40
8.61
6.51
6.26
8.62
9.50
9.90
7.15
7.10
11.70
8.31
Note: Figures for S-4 and S-5 Census Tracts were
to exclude institutional population. The actual
figures are as follow:
4490
7419
457
512
10.20 3
6.93 1
42666591
corrected
Census
570 13.39 3
688 10.44 3
7437
5742
4128
1224
1678
3949
2000
5249
4240
4125
4546
4074
1561
4886
5687
3708
5847
7905
4583
3968
4419
5354
5216
3953
6188
4372
5925
6783
4046
5650
(6)
641
257
374
87
126
216
119
428
359
322
331
496
89
351
463
431
396
658
377
372
391
318
486
445
527
516
373
595
525
540
8.61
4.48
9.04
7.11
7.51
5.47
5.95
8.16
8.46
7-M
7.27
12.18
5.71
7.19
8.15
11.60
6.31
8.32
8.24
9.36
8.66
5.94
9.31
11-30
8.50
11.80
6.30
8.78
13-00
9.56
S-4S-5
rTable 9
(continued)
(3) (4) (5)
Census
Tract
T-4A
T-4B
T-5A
T-5B
T-6
T-7A
T-7B
T-8A
T-8B
T-9
T-10
U-1
U-2
U-3
U-4
U-5
U-6A
U-6B
v- I
V-2
V-3
V-4A
v-4B
V-5
v-6
W-1A
W-1B
w-2
W-3A
W-3B
W-4A
W-4B
W-.5
W-6A
W-6B
W-6C
W-6D
(1)
4915
4437
5846
5498
6282
3342
8186
8008
4559
6933
4469
6357
5939
4705
6580
8860
5249
7248
4569
5164
3899
2275
3726
8233
7468
6814
8235
4879
6798
1501
2011
7950
9362
4272
5328
5269
4607
(2)
294
312
423
505
327
208
549
470
359
659
539
556
526
395
418
535
466
391
436
294
260
202
333
890
474
677
878
266
283
105
101
563
878
253
560
521
344
(7) (8)
5.99
7.05
7.25
9*20
5.20
6.23
6.71
5.87
7.88
9.51
12.10
8.25
8.86
8.40
6.35
6.05
8.88
5.40
9.54
5.70
6.62
8.89
8.94
10.80
6.35
9.94
10.70
5.4 
7.00
5.02
7.09
9.35
5.93
10.50
9.90
7.47
Note: Figures
institutional
W-3A 9219
for W-3A Census Tract were corrected to exclude
population. The actual Census figures are:
887 9.62 3 9812 1449 14.75 3
4644
4267
5719
585
5805
3232
7841
7948
#420
6771
4427
6256
5412
4951
6927
8661
5606
6826
4681
5519
3799
2091
3825
8904
7366
6855
9157
5463
6339
1469
2425
7586
9312
5579
5558
5781
6086
(6)
367
364
484
597
514
257
803
704
466
765
630
636
508
453
576
712
583
643
451
323
269
242
390
1312
727
845
1055
330
582
117
181
698
1001
420
766
667
511
7.80
8.54
8.46
10.90
8.86
7.95
10.25
8.86
10.54
11.30
14.22
10-17
9.37
9.15
8.31
8.22
10.40
9.41
9.61
5.86
7.08
12.88
10-20
14.71
9.86
12.15
11.51
6.05
9.02
7.96
7.45
9.19
10-74
7.53
13.79
11.55
8.40
Table 9
(continued)
Census
Tract
X-1
X-2
X-3A
X-3B
X-4A
X-4B
X-5A
X-5B
X-5c
X-6A
X-6B
X-6C
Y-1
Y-2
Y-3A
Y-3B
Y-4
Y-5A
Y-5B
Y-5c
Z-1A
Z-lB
Z- ic
Z-2
(1)
8931
10223
6020
6351
8482
5594
7914
5028
5083
11902
6879
3874
5892
7994
11123
7357
8852
54288778
8643
5087
6446
5741
7918
Boston 770816
(2)
674
996
423
628
730
470
450
264
369
548401
328
314
612
1042
617
682
345
560
704
336
573
422
526
61581
(3) (4) (5)
7.55
9.74
7.20
9.89
8.61
8.40
5.69
5.25
7.26
4.60
7.00
8.47
5.34
7.66
9.35
8.39
7.70
6.36
6.39
8. 15
6.61
8.91
7.35
6.65
9486
9934
5830
6539
8239
5749
7961
4634
5129
10603
7551
4510
5470
8658
11385
7089
9075
5737
9342
10432
5768
6419
7082
9659
(6)
821
1104
530
726
895
661
693
390
394
846
494
393
402
723
1513
814
795
509
888
1230
494
643
500
698
8.oo 2 801444 75688
(7) (8)
8.31
11.11
9.09
11.11
1o.88
11.51
8.71
8.42
7.68
7.97
6.55
8.70
7.36
8.36
13.30
11.49
8.75
8.88
9.50
11.80
8.57
10.02
7.06
7.25
9.45
Note: Figures for X-6B Census Tract and for Boston as a whole
were corrected to exclude institutional population. The
actual Census figures are as follow:
6879 481 7.00 1 8114 634
8.00 2 8o1444 77634
7.81 2
9.70 3
X-6B
Boston 770816 61581
Table 10
Grades of "Land Use of Housing for the Aged"
Grade Intensity
Low
Medium
High
Percentage
of the Aged
in Tot. Pop.
Less than 7.5%
7.5 to 9.49%
9.5% and More
Number of Census
Tracts of the Same
Grade in 1950
34
63
58
''I
Part C
Trends and Shifts in Boston's Residential Land Uses
Between 1940 and 1950
As a whole the land uses of Boston have not changed
a great deal during the past two decades. However, if
residential land use is observed from the point of view
of housing for the aged, certain changes are apparent.
Comparison of Figures 2 and 3 will demonstrate this clearly.
The changes are due mainly to three factors. First is the
natural change which reflects the shift of people of the
age 55 to 64 in 1940 into the age group of people of 65
years of age and older in 1950. The second important
factor is the out-migration of younger families to the
suburbs whereas the mobility of the aged is much more
limited in this respect. Finally, the third important
factor is greater longevity which increases gradually the
proportion of the aged among the total population.
By comparing the figures of the 1940 Census with
that of 1950, further interesting trends were discovered.
Summarizing the results, between 1940 and 1950:
1. the percentage of the population 65 years of age
and older
a. increased in 132 Census Tracts
b. decreased in 22 Census Tracts
c. did not change in 1 Census Tract
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2. the grades of percentages of the aged population
a. shifted to a higher percentage grade in 72
Census Tracts
b. shifted to a lower percentage grade in 4
Census Tracts
c. did not shift at all in 79 Census Tracts.
In an attempt to define more precisely the land use
of housing for the aged, the 60 Census Tracts graded
"High" in the scale of percentages for 1950 were sub-
jected to further analytical effort. Only 37 Census
Tracts qualified for this category in 1940 of which 35
did not change in grade through the decade to 1950.
Therefore greatest emphasis is given to this core of
land use of housing for the aged. Although the remain-
ing 23 Census Tracts are handled with equal care, the
consideration given to them is of secondary nature.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of concentrations of
the aged through the city on the basis of the previously
described graduation.
Additional conclusions are drawn from the relation-
ships of the remaining land uses to the land use of hous-
ing for the aged. In evaluating these other land uses
the following five were found of primary importance in
this respect:
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1. Outdoor recreation (parks and open spaces)
2. Indoor recreation (cultural institutions, libraries, etc.)
3. Local shopping facilities
4. Circualtion and transportation facilities, with con-
sideration of topography
5. Housing for other groups (age and ethnic).
1. Outdoor Recreation
The outdoor recreation of the elderly persons is
fairly simple. It consists mainly of walking, preferably
on public open spaces, where they have a chance to meet
people of their age as well as people of other groups, or
where they can enjoy favorable weather even without com-
pany or associations. The size of these open spaces is
not as important a factor as the proximity of these places
to the land use of housing for the aged. 1 The Paul Revere
Mall in the North End, several thousand square feet in
area, fulfills its purpose as well as Franklin Park in
Dorchester, comprising many acres.
Figure 5 shows the spatial and' locational relation-
ships of open spaces with respect to the location of
housing for the aged.
1. It is believed that this is a great compensating factor
for the high percentage of aged living in Back Bay and West
End (as of 1950) district areas, where housing conditions
are generally not favorable.
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2. Indoor Recreation
By indoor recreation in this context is meant rather
recreation of a spiritual nature than actual physical
recreation. There is no doubt that the aged do not lose
interest in cultural events. Their diminishing income
might be an important breaking point in channelizing
their selection. However, there are still many cultural
institutions in Boston (galleries, museums, libraries,
etc.) which are accessible free of charge or for a neg-
ligible fee.
Boston has been fortunate in having an excellent
public library system. Its history is one of outstanding
service to all people of Boston. Fulfilling the respon-
sibility of making the cultural, educational and recrea-
tional facilities available to all the people requires,
in addition to a central library, a system of branch
libraries well distributed throughout the whole city.
Today Boston's branch library system consists of thirty-
three branch libraries and two bookmobiles.
The Boston Planning Board reported in 1955 in one
of its publications the yearly circulation for each of
the branches in the three preceding years, i.e. 1952,
1953 and 1954. However, there is no way to determine
1. Boston City Planning Board, Boston's Branch Library
System, September 1955, p. 11.
40
the age of those who patronize these branch libraries.
By means of telephone calls to most of the branch 1i-
braries it was possible to find out that the elderly
people were patronizing the reading rooms more than the
circulation libraries. Some librarians reported that
more than one half of the users of the reading rooms
were elderly persons for most of the time the library
was open. Thus this kind of cultural institution seems
to be of considerable importance in the City of Boston,
with regard to the life of the aged.
Figure 6 shows the location of the existing 33 branch
libraries2 and the location of other important cultural
institutions to make the relationship to the land use of
housing for the aged more evident.
3. Local Shopping Facilities
A convenient accessibility to shopping facilities
is of great importance to every age group. Even more so
to the aged. In Boston, two major types of local business
areas could be traced. first, the metropolitan trading
area, located largely in Boston's central business district
and comprising a wide variety of stores together with
specialized retail trading areas such as the automobile,
1. Proposals of the Boston Planning Board call for elim-
ination of 6 branch libraries. Op. cit., pp. 19, 25 and 26.
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entertainment or furniture centers; second, the local
shopping facilities in the proper sense which are dis-
tributed throughout the city. These shopping facilities
have a far reaching effect upon neighborhood development,
and the daily lives of a great majority of the city's
residents.
Although the accessibility to the first type of
shopping facilities is not necessarily governed by their
close proximity to residential areas, it depends greatly
on a good transportation system.
More important appears to be the locational relation-
ship of residential areas to the second type: the local
shopping facilities. Disregarding scattered stores, a
local shopping center is formed by the grouping of a
number and variety of stores at a single contiguous lo-
cation. Analysis of population around such centers in
Boston indicates that on the average about 20,000 people
generate sufficient business to justify such concentra-
tions of stores,1 and in most cases the area served by
these shopping centers does not exceed three quarters
of a mile radius.
The affinity of the land use of housing for the aged
to the land use of local shopping facilities is evident
1. Source: Boston City Planning Board, General Plan for
Boston, December 1950, p. 34.
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from Figure 7. However, the affinity to the downtown
central business district depends on the location of
the MTA's Rapid Transit Stations and on the net of sur-
face transportation facilities connecting them.
4. Circulation and Transportation Facilities, with
Consideration of Topography
There are in general three major modes of trans-
portation which our urban society is employing at present.
To cover a given distance, one can do it either on foot,
or in private vehicle, or by means of public or semi-
public mass transportation. The majority of the inde-
pendent aged is confined to the first and third means.
There is no question about the fact that even the aged
occasionally undertake longer trips within the city for
a variety of reasons. Shopping in the downtown central
business district is one of the more important. Boston
has a fairly good mass transportation system and the
rapid transit lines of the MTA make for speedy connec-
tions of the outlying areas with the downtown area.
In addition to the rapid transit lines which are
partly underground and partly elevated, 1 an extensive
net of surface lines--car, trackless trolley and bus--
1. Short stretches of Cambridge - Dorchester line (from
Columbia Sta. to Fields Corner Sta.) and of Forest Hills
- Everett line (from Airport Sta. to Suffolk Downs Sta.)
run on surface.
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makes further connections easily possible. The surface
lines pose no problem from the point of view of the aged.
However, the rapid transit, due to its underground or
elevated position, involves some stair climbing from or
to the stations' platforms. This fact was taken into
account as a possible deterrent from use by the aged.
Further investigation disclosed that seven rapid transit
stations are on the surface and eleven are furnished
with escalators. Furthermore, the goal of the Engi-
neering Department of the MTA is to extend the use of
escalators to most of the off-ground stations. This,
of course, is subject to state legislature approval and
the timing of these improvements could not be determined
at present.
Figure 8 correlates the land use of housing for the
aged with location of public transportation facilities,
namely with all of the MTA's surface lines and with those
rapid transit stations which have an effortless access
to the surface.
Closely related to the problem of climbing stairs
is the problem of the steep slope of the terrain in some
parts of the city. It is recognized that a slope of 10%
and more is generally not very comfortable for walking
and that it poses some difficulties to the aged.
1. Information supplied by Mr. Marty Connley, Engineering
Department, Metropolitan Transit Authority.
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Figure 9 distinguishes three grades of slopes:
under 10%, 10% to 14.99%, and 15% and over, and relates
them to the land use of housing for the aged.
5. Housing for Other Groups
Two major population groups are analyzed as being
the most important: first, the age group of people
under 65 years of age, and second, the ethnic groups.
In the previously established scale of the percent
of aged in the total population, the high grade was con-
sidered as governing the establishment of land use of
housing for the aged. Analogically the first two, then,
could be used as an index of land use of housing for
the younger age groups. The natural tendency in living
arrangements of the aged is against isolation. Andal-
though housing for either older or younger people is in
no way regulated, there is no danger that isolation of
the aged will occur if there is no desire for it among
either of the age groups. Interlocking of these two
land uses is a healthy social phenomenon and a great
variety of locational relationship is certainly justified.
The ethnic groups in Boston play an even more im-
portant role in the location of housing for the aged.
At present, Boston has three outstanding--in number--
ethnic groups: the Irish-born, the Italian-born and the
Russian-born (Jewish). Their respective percent share
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of the total Boston population was 3.46%, 3.16% and
2.71% in 1950. However, the percentages in various
locations in the city are much higher.
Table 11 shows the geographic distribution of the
major ethnic groups and their respective concentrations,
i.e. the percent share of the total population. In
Figure 10 this information is correlated with the land
use of housing for the aged.
Of primary importance seems to be the Italian group
which in North End constitutes 27% of the total popula-
tion. The factor of language seems to be chiefly respon-
sible for such concentrations of this ethnic group.
Secondly, the deep-rooted social customs, especially
among the older people of this group, offer some explan-
ation for this high concentration. According to the
recent study by the United Community Services of Metro-
politan Boston, a considerable number of elderly per-
sons of the Italian ethnic group in the West End were
not particularly concerned about their housing being
apart from their grown-up children or other people of
their national origin. The concept of separate-but-close
relationship2 seems to take care of this problem. The
1. Research Division, United Community Service of Metro-
politan Boston, Housin Preference of Older People, Study
No. 2, February 1959.
2. By "separate-but-close" family relationship is under-
stood a relationship of parents with their grown-up children
who live apart from them--whether physically close or far
away--but whom they would see regularly at least every other
weekend. See op. cit., pp. 18 and 19.
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most important factor appears to be that their housing
should be close to the public or semipublic gathering
places of their own ethnic group, such as churches, pub-
lic open spaces, and particularly food shops and markets
where they could not only buy the various specialties
but also where they can make social contacts with people
of their own ethnic group. This observation would be
valid not only for the inhabitants of the Italian North
End but to a great degree for the Jewish population of
West Dorchester. This is the only logical consequence,
because these two ethnic groups, however different in
social structure, have similar reactions to the new
environment they came into. Therefore the conclusions
on housing the elderly of both the Italian and Jewish
ethnic groups will be governed by a similar set of rules.
The Irish-born population, due to its aquaintance
with the predominant language, is much more dispersed
and therefore harder to identify as an ethnic group.
The rising social acceptance of this group which caused
its concentration in the past, has also contributed to
its dispersion.
Public housing can be considered as a special type
of residential land use. It seems to be essential to
correlate this to the land use of housing for the aged,
since the majority of the aged cannot afford the housing
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they need without public aid. Public housing remains
the primary possibility for them, and more and more
interest in it among the aged is being developed in major
urbanized areas. The New York City Housing Authority
reported last yearl that five times as many single elderly
persons applied for public housing in 1957 (comprising
about 12% of total applicants in that year) than ten
years ago.
Investigating the same problem in Boston, similar
conclusions were made. According to an interview held
with the economists of the Boston Housing Authority, the
number of applicants for public housing averaged about
5,000 yearly in the past three years. Of these, about
1,000 applicants for both single and double occupancy
2
were 65 years of age or older. Although the figures on
the rate of growth of these applicants were not avail-
able, Mr. Connors expressed a view that the actual number
has gradually increased during the past few years.
The Boston Housing Authority administers fifteen
federally-aided and ten state aided public housing pro-
jects. At present there are no special projects for
1. "More Aged Seek Public Housing" (news article), New
York Times, October 19, 1958.
2. Information furnished by Mr. Cornelius J. Connors,
Department of Economics, Boston Housing Authority.
the aged. The eligibility for admission is the same
for all age groups.I The only limitation, valid for
all age groups, is the maximum family income for entry
($3,600 for a household of one2 or two) and a maximum
of 25% income increase during the stay. The rent-income
ratio is 21.8%; the Federal legislation rules that it
should not be less than 20%.
For correlation of the land use of housing for the
aged with that of housing for the low income group, the
locations of Boston's public housing projects are shown
in Figure 11. The essential data about these projects
are tabulated in Table 12.
1. State aided projects are all Veteran projects,and non-
veteran aged applicants could be admitted only if there
is no veteran applicant for a vacant dwelling unit.
2. The Federal legislature of 1956 made public housing
even more accessible for the single elderly persons, making
them eligible for entry whereas single applicants under 65
do not qualify.
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Table 11
Population of the Three Major Ethnic Groups
of Boston, 19501
Major Grouping of
High Proportion of Irish-born Population
Grouping Area Total
Popula-
tion
Irish
-born
Pop.
Charlestown
C. T. C-1, 2, 3; D-l, 2, 3, 4;
E-1, 2.
Back Bay and South End
C. T. 1-3; J-l, 4, 5; K-2, 3,
4A, 4B, 5; L-1, 3, 4, 6.
South Boston
C. T. M-1, 2, 4; N-1, 2, 3, 4;
0-1, 2, 3; P-lB, 1C, 2.
East Dorchester
C. T. P-3, 4, 6; T-1, 2, 3A, 4A,
4B; T-9, 10; X-l, 2, 3A,
3B, 4A, 4B, 6C.
Roxbury
C. T. Q-3, 4; S-2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
U-l, 2, 3, 4.
Jamaica Plain
C. T. V-2, 3, 4A, 4B, 5, 6;
W-lA, 2.
West Roxbury & North Roslindale
C. T. W-lB, 3A, 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D.
North Brighton
C. T. Y-1, 2, 3B, 4, 5A.
Boston
31,332
77,475
55,849
112,958
58,740
43,822
41,973
36,029
1,555 4.96
2,682 3.47
2,826 5.05
6,082 5.39
2,903 4.95
2,701 6.17
1,627 3.88
2,067 5.73
801,444 27,737 3.46
Per-
cent
1. Compiled from: Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of
Population: 1950, vol. 1I1, ch. 6, table 1, pp. 7-16.
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Table 11
(continued)
Major Grouping of
High Proportion of Italian-born
Grouping Area
Population
Total
Popula-
tion
East Boston
C. T. A-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; B-1,
2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B.
North End
C. T. F-i, 2, 3, 4, 5.
West End
C. T. H-1, 2, 4.
South End
C. T. G-3, 4; 1-1, 2.
East Roxbury
C. T. Q-1, 2, 5.
Roslindale
C. T. W-3B, l4A, 4B, 5.
Hyde Park
C. T. Z-lA, iB, IC, 2.
16,772
14,884
7,998
12,294
20,812
28,920
Italian
-born
Pop.
Per-
cent
7,121 13.90
4,567 27.20
1,606 io.8
473 5.92
736 5.98
912 4.38
1,342 4.65
801,444 25,315 3.16Boston
Table 11
(continued)
Major Grouping of
High Proportion of Russian-born Population
Grouping Area Total Russia
Popula- -born
tion Pop.
n Per-
cent
West Dorchester
C. T. P-5; T-5B, 6, 7A, 7B, 8A,
8B; U-5, 6A, 6B; V-1; X-5A,
5B, 5C, 6A, 68.
South Brighton
C. T. Y-3A, 5B, 5C.
West End
C. T. K-1
101,492 15,376 15.10
31,159
5,128
1,860 5.97
230 5.97
801,444 21,686
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Boston 2.71
Table 12
Location and Characteristics of
Bostonts Public Housing Projects'
No. Location Dwelling Pop- Area %
Units ula- in Cover-
tion Acres age
Federally Aided:
1 Charlestown 1,149 4,502 36.68 26.1
2 Mission Hill 1,023 3,599 19.56 25.2
3 Lenox Street 306 1,108 5.7 28.7
4 Orchard Park 774 3,185 15.74 31.4
5 South End 508 2,060 7.16 27.69
6 Heath Street 420 1,736 9.75 24.7
7 East Boston 414 1,395 9.03 34.4
8 Franklin Hill Ave. 375 1,311 8.10 30.14
9 Whittier Street 200 826 3.60 25.6
10 Beech & Washington Sts. 274 1,111 6.88 27.2
11 Mission Hill Ext. 58 2,172 11.2 18.4
12 Bromley Park 732 2,928 13.2 22.1
13 Columbia Point 1,504 5,837 35.1 29.0
14 Old Harbor Village 1,016 3,521 27.59 24.9
15 Old Colony 873 3,469 16.23 29.8
State Aided:
A West Broadway 972 4,044 26.86 22.13
B Camden Street 72 270 1.35 30.64
C Washington St., Brighton 648 1,170 14.23 23.4
D Faneuil 258 2,802 7.63 30.0
E Fairmont 202 952 18.81 11.0
F Archdale 288 1,228 6.30 22.8
G Orient Heights 354 1,530 14.54 23.4
H Gallivan Boulevard 251 1,138 30.8 12.5
I Franklin Field 504 2,268 23.0 23.0
J South Street 132 529 5.13 23.0
Total 13,837 55,647
1. Source: Boston Housing Authority, Department of Eco-
nomics, November 1958.
Part D
Evaluation of the Research Data
In order to obtain a basis for planning proposals,
the data previously analyzed must be evaluated. A major
endeavor of this study, therefore, is:
1. to determine the total amount of housing for the
aged needed in Boston,
2. to approximate the proportion that different means
can contribute to the accomplishment of that goal, and
3. to establish general locations for the expanding land
use of housing for the aged and allocate to them
their respective shares of the total supply.
To make a reasonable estimate of the total volume of
housing for the aged needed is a rather difficult task
anywhere. Boston is no exception. There were, in 1950,
77,622 persons 65 years of age or older in Boston. About
65%1 of these persons were receiving income from public
funds, such as social security and old age assistance.
Not all of these, of course, are in need of or desire
better housing. A reasonably reliable yardstick for this
need could be deduced from a postcard survey conducted by
the Boston Housing Authority in 1954. The results of this
1. The national average is 70%.
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35% sample survey showed on the basis of the number of
cards returned that a minimum of 11% would be interested
in new housing. Applying this percentage to the number
of persons receiving income from public funds would in-
dicate the need for housing some 5,500 old persons. Di-
viding this number by a conservative average household
size of two gives a rough estimate of magnitude: the
supply of housing for the aged should be increased by
approximately 2,700 dwelling units.
The State Housing Board has estimated that there is
a present need of about 10,000 dwelling units for the aged
in the entire Commonwealth. Data to support this estimate
were not available. However, prorating of these 10,000
units on the basis of total aged population for the State
and for the City of Boston resulted in obtaining the
estimate of a total need for some 1700 dwelling units.
In the light of observations made by Walter Hansen
and Robert Frasca2 in various communities in the Boston
Metropolitan Area, both of these figures can be considered
conservative.
1. Survey postcards were mailed to 18,000 recipients of
old age assistance program. Source: J. Lawrence Phalan,
Inter-office Memo, unpublished report, Boston Housing
Authority, October 13, 1954.
2. Walter Hansen and Robert Frasca, "Housing for the Aged,"
unpublished term paper for course 4.77, M.I.T., January 1958.
The approximation of various ways leading to the
accomplishment of the goal is based on the existing
pattern of development. Boston's housing in general
and housing for the aged in particular consists of a
wide range of diversified housing developments. There
is no reason why this diversification in densities,
architectural and structural standards, or way of fi-
nancing should not be maintained or even expanded.
As the analytical part of this study demonstrates,
the aged of Boston showed their preference for all kinds
of housing available at the time. It is true that in
many cases this preference is somehow "forced" on them
but it is believed that it contains some compensating
factors which regulate their choice.
From the statistical data on income of the majority
of the aged it is apparent that a great proportion, if
not all of the needed housing, can be supplied only with
some sort of public aid. Private development with no
aid, built for profit, is unlikely to be successful in
the City of Boston, for it seems to be an operation
directed toward lower density suburban developments.
The proposal for co-operative housing programs as
one solution of the problem of housing for the aged would
be new in Boston. Although there are no such projects
in the vicinity, they have fulfilled the housing require-
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ments for persons with more substantial income in other
localities. It is believed that a diversity of approaches
is a sound planning principle and that some 5% of the
estimated housing could be supplied by co-operatives, if
only for the sake of an experiment.
The third consideration, that of publicly assisted
private development, would open a wide field of possi-
bilities in Boston, if and when policies are clearly
defined. Boston's urban renewal program has just gotten
underway in the West End and other projects are in the
planning stage. It is believed that the aged need not
be either disregarded or overlooked as to their needs and
desires. One basic desire of the aged is expressed by
their reluctance to leave the environment they are ac-
customed to. This is even more noticeable among the aged
of particular ethnic groups. This study would therefore
recommend that at least 15% of the total estimated re-
quired supply could be accomplished by the way of publicly
assisted development in various parts of the city, as the
need for over-all redevelopment will dictate.
The majority of the aged depend on low incomes from
some public or private pension plans; as a result it seems
1. The aged in this case were not overlooked; the United
Community Service of Metropolitan Boston devoted one entire
study to the housing problems of the aged in West End
(Housing Preferences of Older , Study No. 2).
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that only a program of public housing will offer an
adequate solution. Thus, the remaining 80% of the es-
timated total housing supply is proposed to be accom-
plished through this means. The Federal Housing Act
of 1956 and Chapter 668 of the Acts of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts provide a wise basis for action.
In the category of public housing there are two
possibilities: public housing for all age groups, and
public housing devoted exclusively for the use of the
aged. The latter kind of housing carries in itself,
if only by definition, a stigma of possible segregation.
Ideally it would be best from many points of view if
the aged were distributed normally through the entire
city--if the distribution of all age groups in all
district areas and neighborhoods and streets of the
city paralleled their distribution in the city as a
whole. But physical, social and economic factors do
lead to certain concentrations. The planning consider-
ations must recognize these factors, although at all
cost isolation and segregation of the aged must be
avoided. It would be erroneous thinking if the older
people in our society are considered only as a problem.
They, as a group, must be looked upon as one of our
greatest human resources. Their presence among other
age groups Is an opportunity. And Boston's opportunities
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to take advantage of the human resources of the aged
are quite favorable. Therefore the strongest planning
consideration at this point would be a recommendation1
for adoption of a policy of "integrated segregation."
This in reality would mean smaller projects which would
be integrated into existing neighborhoods. These pro-
jects should be small enough so that they may be success-
fully integrated in each particular neighborhood, and
at the same time large enough to provide a retreat for
the tenants. The optimum size of this kind of project
would depend mainly on the availability of land. Hansen
and Frasca 2 in their survey of outlying communities of
the Boston Metropolitan Area concluded that the optimum
size for these communities would be 25 to 40 dwelling
units. It is believed, however, that the City of Boston,
having a much higher over-all residential density, could
easily absorb as much as 100 dwelling units within one
project and that it would be possible to furnish 50 to
60% of the total estimated supply by means of this kind
of development.3
1. Now, it seems appropriate to make clear that it is not
in the power and scope of the planning profession in this
country to make direct and arbitrary decisions, however
justified they may be. By planning it is understood, among
other things, a professional activity which provides the
decision-makers with a meaningful basis for decisions.
2. Walter Hansen and Robert Frasca,op. cit., p. 9.
3. This opinion is corroborated by a decision of the Boston
Housing Authority to initiate a program for construction of
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The establishment of general locations for the
various kinds of developments as a final goal of this
study is based not only on the ground of the preceding
analysis, but also on availability of the land and on
general planning considerations formulated by the Boston
City Planning Board in connection with possible areas
for renewal and redevelopment.
The proposed general locations are classified into
four categories for housing developments for the aged
and are shown in Figure 12.
The first two categories, recommended for fourteen
out of the twenty-two proposed locations, are similar
in that they are both proposed as public housing develop-
ments. Yet there is a reason for differentiation. The
first category, where housing for the aged is proposed
as part of regular public housing projects, will defi-
nitely need larger project sites. This means that there
will also be more problems in site acquisition and in
the relocation of families now on the site. Therefore,
the primary consideration for selecting general loca-
tions for these sites is the condition of existing
(Footnote continued from previous page ) projects for
households for one or two aged occupants. The beginning
of this program, 400 units, is at present in the planning
stage.
1. Boston City Planning Board, General Plan for Boston,
December 1950, p. 39.
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housing in those particular areas where the risk of
meeting difficulties would be justified. The Boston
City Planning Board in its report' recognizes two clas-
sifications of conditions in potential redevelopment
areas for residential use: 1) most in need of redevelop-
ment and 2) in need of redevelopment. Out of the seven
selected locations, four (No. 2 - Madison Park, No. 3 -
South End, No. 4 - Andrew Square, and No. 6 - Hyde Park)
qualify for the first one,and the remaining three (No. 1
- Parker Hill, No. 5 - Franklin Field, and No. 7 - Charles-
town) qualify for the second classification. It is as-
sumed that with redevelopment there is a good chance of
providing public housing for the aged; and it is likely
that a public agency with long experience in redevelop-
ment can overcome the difficulties of relocation which
would inevitably occur in such areas.
It is interesting to note the distance of the pro-
posed locations from the center of Boston. In general
they are within a three mile radius from the center of
the city, with only two extremes, No. 3, one mile, and
No. 7, seven miles. This indicates that the factor of'
cost is involved, as the cost of land acquisition dimin-
ishes considerably with the increasing distance from the
1. Op. cit., map opposite page 46.
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city's center. On the other hand, the second category
of the proposed public housing developments, labeled
"integrated segregation," requires smaller sites and
therefore would have to overcome fewer difficulties.
The factor of distance from the city's center--the range
being from three to five miles--would affect the cost of
land acquisition even more favorably. Projects of this
category would be self-contained housing developments
designed exclusively for the aged and would occupy much
smaller sites; secondly, the appropriate size of these
projects would ensure their integration in the existing
heterogeneous neighborhoods; and finally, the selection
of these locations, due also the the smaller size of the
project sites, does not depend so much on the degree of
need for redevelopment. It is believed that suitable
sites for this category could be found in the proposed
general locations under favorable financial conditions
and with a minimum relocation problem even in areas which,
in the thinking of the Boston City Planning Board, are
in no need for redevelopment. Thus only three (No. 10 -
Roxbury, No. 12 - Mt. Bowdoin, and No. 14 - South Boston)
out of the seven proposed locations in this category
would be classified as "in need of redevelopment," the
less urgent qualification.
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The third category of general locations for housing
for the aged, labeled as developments incorporated in
urban renewal and redevelopment projects, is from the
point of view of distance to the city's center the closest
one, within the radius of one to two miles, and conse-
quently from the financial point of view it would be the
costliest one. On the other hand, four (No. 16 - Charles-
town, No. 17 - North End, No. 18 - East Boston, and No. 19
- South Boston) of the five proposed locations in this
category are in areas classified by the Boston City Plan-
ning Board as "most in need of redevelopment," whereas
location No. 15 - South End - is the only one classified
as "in need of redevelopment." It is believed that se-
lection of these locations for developments, which would
take advantage of the urban renewal and redevelopment
assistance programs, is highly justified. Even the com-
paratively high cost of land acquisition and the dif-
ficult problem of relocation would be offset by the fact
that the acting authority would have necessary political
power behind it, once these projects are approved. Hous-
ing for the aged in these projects Is going to be again
part of the regular housing developments, and there is
a fair opportunity for co-operatives or similar groups
to participate in such developments. To what extent
housing for the aged will actually be incorporated in
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this kind of development will depend on policies set
forth by the authorities involved. The fact that it
has not been tried out must not be a deterrent for such
a trial.
The successful fulfillment of the goal in the fourth
category of proposed general locations requires the least
obstacles in every respect. Whether the developments in
the last three proposed locations are undertaken by pri-
vate entrepreneurs or by means of co-operatives, the
basic factors remain the same: the land has to be inex-
pensive enough and preferably undeveloped to avoid the
relocation problem. Although the areas suitable for
such developments are scarce in Boston, the three sug-
gested locations indicate that it would be possible to
realize projects of this nature, should the demand dic-
tate it.
In addition, proposals for all the types of devel-
opments described on the preceding pages take into ac-
count the criteria of spatial, locational and land use
relationships discussed earlier in this study. Consid-
eration was also given in some cases to special possi-
bilities. Thus development in proposed location No. 2
- Madison Park- could be easily tied in with the devel-
opment of the proposed Belt Route, when it is constructed.
Proposed locations Nos. 4, 16, 17 and 18 are at present
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not in the area classified as land use of housing for
the aged; but as a comparison of Figure 2 with Figure 3
discloses, the percentage of population 65 years of age
and older increased in these areas between 1940 and 1950
at such a rate that it caused a shift from Grade 1 to
Grade 2 in the scale of percentage grades. This is the
main reason for proposing housing developments for the
aged in those particular general locations. Still an-
other aspect comes into the proposals for locations
Nos. 17 and 18, namely the aspect of the conservation
of a homogeneous ethnic milieu which seems to be quite
successful, if not desirable, in present-day Boston.
A summary of all recommendations described in the pre-
ceding pages is presented in Table 13 and is corroborated
by Figure 12.
This study attempted to show the problem of housing
for the aged from the standpoint of its location in re-
lation to other urban land uses. It is believed that it
achieved, at least in part, what it meant to achieve.
In addition it revealed that the basic needs of the aged
are not too different from those of other people and
that the aged rather desire a chance to live as they did
in their more productive days: as independent people,
free to choose their own ways of life.
Table 13
Proposed General Locations for Housing for the Aged in boston, Massachusetts - Summary Evaluations
Type of No. Location Esti- P r o x i m i t y t o Area of Note
Development mated Local CBD Rapid Other Impor- Public Exist. Slope High
Number Shop- Tran- Public tant Libra- Public less % of
of IU ping sit Trans- Open ry Housing than Aged
porta- Spasces 10 %
tion
Public 1 Parker Hill 50-60 x X X X X X X X
Housing 2 Madison Park 0-70 X X X X I X X X 1
in Mixed 3 South End 50 X I I X X X X X
Occupancy 4 Andrew Square 50-70 X X X X X X 2
Develop- 5 Franklin Field 60 X X X X X X X
ments 6 hyde Park 50 I X X X X X
7 Charlestown 60-70 I X X I X X X
Public 8 Jamaica Pond 80-100 1 1 X X I X
Housing 9 Zoological Garden 100-150 X X X X X X
" Integrated 10 Roxbury 100-150 X X X X X X
Segregation" 11 Uphams Corner 150-180 X X X X X
Develop- 12 Mount Bowdoin 180-200 X X X I X X
ments 13 Ashmont 180-200 X X X X X X X
14 South Boston 80-100 X X X X X
Publicly 15 South End 100 X I X X X X X
Assisted 16 Charlestown 60-80 X X X X 2
Private 17 North End 50-70 X X X X X X X 3
Housing 18 East Boston 50-70 X X X X X X 3
Developments 19 South Boston 100 X X X X X X
Co-operative 20 Aberdeen 50 X X X X X X X
or Private 21 Jamaica Pond 50 X X X X X
Housing 22 Green Hill 30 X X X X X
1Development could be tied in with the proposed Belt Route when it is constructed.
2Area of growing percentage of the aged.
3Area of growing percentage of the aged and possibility of conservation of ethnic milieu.
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